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then, chien says, "dan got to talking with jon, and they got this idea that nurses were a special skill set, so they started thinking about the skills of lawyers and doctors, who had the same specialty as nurses. jon and his team of attorneys came up with the idea that nurses could be
experts in their own right." they decided to take the basic nursing book and expand it to include other topics in nursing, and came up with a new name: advanced expert teachers (aet). the first book, published in late 2016, was called cae advanced expert teachers book 47. it had
50 chapters, 45 of which had to do with basic nursing, and five chapters on basic physical examination skills and diagnosis. it had chapter headings such as "patient assessment" and "nursing principles and practice." at that point, the nursing team had turned into a book writing

team, with a book editor, a medical writer, and four nurses as editors. they would work on the manuscript, discuss it, and then the nurses would say, "hey, this doesn't make sense. what does this mean?" and they would go back and edit the manuscript until the nurses agreed that
it was clear and accurate. it was a huge undertaking, and they enlisted the help of two nurses who were already certified to teach advanced nursing skills, and who were willing to write chapters, and both said that they couldn't have written the book without the other. they wrote
the first two chapters together, and then the remaining chapters were written by the nurses one at a time. many people in the higher-education industry are concerned about the degree of cheating, trevio says. in the work of the higher education task force, which was formed in

2011 to help improve the system, the issue of cheating surfaced, she says. the group began publishing a series of articles about cheating in college, culminating in cheating in college in 2012. it estimated that as much as two-thirds of the answers on chegg come from experts who
answer questions on behalf of students. most of the experts on chegg are graduates from indian universities. the company does not allow experts to work with any university other than those in which they graduated. experts receive a stipend of $250 per month, which may be

supplemented by university coursework. since chegg started, it has paid more than $200 million in bonuses to its experts. in 2016, it paid its first million-dollar bonus to a single expert.
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cheggs first made the news in 2013 when it filed for bankruptcy. although it continues to operate, it is a shell of its former self. at the end of 2014, it had $142 million in debt. in september 2017, it closed down its student services, like the cheggs study plan and cheggs textbooks.
the former and the latter will cease to exist in early 2018. in march 2018, cheggs was bought by chegg for $75 million. it wasnt the first time chegg had been bought, nor was it the biggest. in 2012, chegg bought passabit for $70 million. and in 2014, chegg paid a reported $17
million for campus special, a service that connects students with cheap flights, hotels, food and other travel deals. in may 2017, chegg closed down cheggs international study center, a website that offered 1,000 travel and study-related discounts to students. and in november

2017, it closed its popular cheggs study plan. its not clear what happened to cheggs internship program, but according to its website it has not shut down. this is the first book in a new line of books designed to help small business owners start and grow successful businesses. he
has owned and operated a number of businesses, ranging from a regional press and book distributor to a regional hospital and a regional airline. he has lived and worked in both rural and urban areas. in this book, he shares his experiences in running small businesses, as well as

his observations about the business climate in the u.s. and overseas. he also describes some of the challenges he has faced in opening new businesses in the u. and overseas, as well as some of the successes he has enjoyed. 5ec8ef588b
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